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Timeless minimalistic is how this unique residential
design by the renowned Studio Montañana is described.
Located in one of the most emblematic buildings in
Valencia, the beautiful interior design by Studio
Montañana has respected its noble character through
finishes, materials, and colors that manage to create an
elegant atmosphere regardless of fashions or trends. 

This luxury home is a great example of the beautiful
harmony that mid-century can have in a more
contemporary project, and our Galliano Wall lamp fits
perfectly in all of these house divisions.

The timelessness and cleanliness of spaces characterize
the projects of the Valencia Studio Montañana, which
were considered to be one of the best interior designers
in the AD100 2021 list. 

Their unique style is dotted with minimalism with
contemporary touches, respect for the past, and looks to
the 50s, 60s, and 70s.

MINIMALIST RESIDENCE IN VALENCIA 
BY STUDIO MONTAÑANA

 



A DESIGN THAT REFLECTS THE
CONTEMPORARY STYLE OF THE AD100

2021 STUDIO
 

The history of Studio Montañana begins in 1999 when
Vicente Montañana decides to embark on his solo
journey after a first commission at the end of his Interior
Design studies at the School of Arts and Crafts.

 Six years later, Francisca Casans joins, thus forming the
professional tandem that is changing a large part of the
interiors of the city of Valencia with its timeless and clean
trendsetting style. 

The story of this great project is built from the outside to
the inside since it is located in a beautiful architectural
landmark in Valencia built by the architect Luis Mares in
1966. 

From a private hall all the way to the main living area, the
interiors of this unique residential design shows off the
beauty of simplicity through a formal, elegant, timeless
contemporary style that is later enhanced with some fun
mid-century details. 

Like any of the other famous projects by Studio
Montañana, this unique Valencian residence features
neutral textures and black and white color palette in
search of harmony and leisurely environments.



As you step inside the open
concept living room design, it is
quite clear to understand what
Studio Montañana wanted to do
with this design. 

Simple furniture lines by top luxury
brands, neutral colors, and
minimalistic decor accessories are
lighted up with a bespoke mid-
century lighting fixture by
DelightFULL.

For example, in one part of the
living room, there is a makeshift
office with a Compass Direction
desk and a Fauteuil Direction chair
by Vitra, a Utrecht armchair by
Cassina, and (to wrap up the
sophistication of this look),
DelightFULL’s iconic Galliano
sconce.

GALLIANOGALLIANO
WALL LAMPWALL LAMP

Galliano is a special modern wall
lamp with a minimalist style that
allows you to fit it in every room
of your home, regardless of the
style of your interior design. 

This wall lamp is one of
DelightFULL’s bestsellers and
produces a unique lighting effect
when you see light being cast
through its pipes.



The iconic Galliano wall lamp by DelightFULL was the
main lighting design chosen by the renowned Studio
Montañana since it was used in multiple spaces of this
trendy minimalist residential design. 

A large landscaped terrace surrounds both the living room
and the master bedroom, filling a large part of the house
with light. 

The green of the exterior together with the neutrality in the
textures that cover the walls and the noble tones of the
stone offer a relaxed atmosphere where time does not pass.

Overall, this unique residential design by Studio Montañana
exudes peace through a timeless minimalist design vision.



DelighFULL - Design Unique Lamps
 

A fresh reinterpretation of mid-century lighting
design. We revive design and inspirational art from
the 40s to 70s, bringing to you fresh classic lamps

with the progress of colors and materials of modern
décor. 

Our mid-century spirit can be suitable for any
project customizing any piece that you need. We
promise you a full experience of the mid-century
world, through iconic design around trendsetting

places. Today, with a solid structure and factory to
provide you with the best you can get, we have

solutions for short lead time projects.
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